Surface properties of ionic liquid adsorbate layer are influenced by the dipole of the underneath substrate.
Ionic liquids (ILs) form nonfluidic layers at the solid-liquid interface. The properties of the IL interfacial layer play important roles in IL-based applications. Since the liquid-phase IL directly contacts and interacts with the IL interfacial layer rather than the underneath substrate, the surface properties of the interfacial layer could influence how the IL behaves on a solid surface. We used scanning probe microscopy (SPM) and force spectroscopy to investigate how chemical patterns with different dipoles reacted with ionic liquids. We find that even without direct contact on chemical patterns, the IL can form an adsorbate layer on chemical patterns via vapor-phase condensation. The dipole of the chemical pattern can direct the adsorption and assembly of the IL adsorbate. The surface properties of the IL adsorbate layer depend on the dipole of the underneath chemical patterns. Our results indicate that the interfacial IL layer may exist before the IL contacts a solid surface. The charge and dipole of the substrate can influence the structures and properties of the IL interfacial layer. Characterization and measurements of the IL interfacial properties must be conducted under the pretext that the charge/dipole of the substrate is known.